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Abstract. Business agility requires support from recommendation systems, but explaining recommendations may yield information disclosure. We analyze how to provide explanations in the scenario of MultiStakeholder Recommendation where the sensible information of one
stakeholder should not be disclosed in the explanation to another stakeholder. Among the several types of explanations analyzed, counterfactual
explanations come oﬀ best as they allow the system to preserve each
stakeholder’s privacy and sensitive information in terms of preferences.
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1

Introduction

Business Agility requires tools to support personalized information access, most
notably Recommendation System. Business Decision Support System (DSS) like
e-commerce or streaming platforms, social media, multimedia applications, booking systems, among others, exploit Recommendation Systems to help users ﬁnd
their way through the multitude of information available to them. We can consider
a Recommendation System as a speciﬁc DSS, evaluated by its ability to propose
appealing items to a user. However, recently, this kind of systems evolved to match
a better user experience. This aspect is addressed by the latest research beyond
accuracy metrics. In this direction, a signiﬁcant role is played by explanation.
With the social emergence of Recommendation Systems as a well-established
tool for orienting oneself in scenarios involving a choice among a substantial
number of options, users became increasingly choosy. To make a user feel comfortable about the provided suggestion, it is necessary to explain why he received
that recommendation from the system. Hence, explaining a recommendation
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provides a clear tentative to engage the user, gain her trust, and give her the
best user experience. Moreover, in the context of a real Recommendation System, the agents playing a role are not just the users. In the last few years, a
new research ﬁeld has emerged that considers diﬀerent stakeholders involved
in the recommendation process, leading to Multi-Stakeholder Recommendation
Systems (MS-RS). This perspective is also acknowledged in the literature as
Reciprocal Recommendation, and researchers have deeply investigated how to
make a recommendation acceptable to both parties involved in the recommendation process. Thanks to emerging studies about the eﬀect of recommendations
on diﬀerent user clusters and what impact speciﬁc groups of items have on the
overall process, MS-RS attract an increasing interest. Furthermore, MS-RS are
involved in many real scenarios based on transactions between a consumer who is
looking for a product/service and a provider who wants to match the preferences
of as many consumers as possible to sell them his items.
In this paper, we investigate the explanations that can be given to two kinds
of users of an MS-RS: consumers and providers. In the MS-RS context, each
agent has some personal information that should not be revealed to other agents.
We review diﬀerent kinds of explanations and determine that a counterfactual
explanation comes oﬀ best, since it explains to a generic consumer how her
preferences drive the recommendation process, and to a generic provider how a
diﬀerent strategy could change consumers’ recommendation lists.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in the next section we summarize the state of the art for MS-RS, pointing to the (very few) works about
explanation in this ﬁeld. Then in Sect. 3 we set up some notation that formalizes proﬁles, utilities, and recommendations in MS-RS. In Sect. 4 we review the
available methods that can be used to compute balanced recommendations in
MS-RS, and then in Sect. 5, after considering several types of explanations, we
focus our attention on counterfactual explanations. The ﬁnal section summarizes
our conclusions and draws some future directions of research.

2

Related Work

This work cuts across two main topics in the research area of Recommender
Systems: Explanations and Multiple stakeholders. From a general point of view,
recommender systems are linked to the idea of learning-to-rank. Ideally, a generic
user would like to receive a list of recommendations of the most appealing items
for her. Generally, this list ranks items in descending order, starting from the
most important item to the least important one. Hence, a Recommendation System estimates the user’s utility of a set of items by optimizing an accuracy metric.
However, this kind of metrics do not take into account some other aspects of the
utility score computation [19,24]. A new evaluation perspective tries to put them
in the loop beyond accuracy metrics [25]. This family of metrics are helpful to
estimate, for example, the novelty [7], the diversity [15], or the serendipity [19]
of a recommendation with the aim of improving the user experience. In this context, a crucial role is played by explanation [22]. Explainable recommendations
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are a research ﬁeld that emerged years ago when early models whose aim was
to suggest items appeared in the scientiﬁc literature [12,21,28]. Nava et al. [23]
provide seven diﬀerent dimensions to consider when an explanation is provided:
user’s trust, satisfaction, persuasiveness, eﬃciency, eﬀectiveness, scrutability, and
transparency. Accordingly, when a Recommendation System suggests an item to
a generic user, she could ask why she receives that suggestion. A good explanation could impact at least one of the above-mentioned dimensions. Related to
this aspect, Gedikli et al. [10] study how diﬀerent explanation types and strategies aﬀect the ﬁnal result of the process, and provide guidelines to evaluate each
of these aspects.
However, providing an explanation is particularly challenging and diﬃcult
when more than one kind of user is involved in the recommendation process, as
in the case of Multi-Stakeholder Recommender Systems (MS-RS). Such systems
are useful in a real recommendation scenario like e-commerce, where also the
provider of products is involved in the recommendation process. Another classical scenario is dating, in which the recommendation has to be acceptable to both
kinds of users of the transaction [27]. Following this idea, group Recommendation
Systems were proposed, with the aim of maximising the utility of each stakeholder in the group [18]. In this direction, it is clear that the MS-RS approach
is to devise a strategy that includes the utility of diﬀerent stakeholders (like in
a multi-side approach) and this approach was generalised to every recommendation task [2,3]. Abdollahpouri et al. [6] propose a general model for MS-RSs,
which considers three kinds of users in the loop: the consumer who receives the
recommendation, the system that supports the recommendation process, and
the provider who feeds the system catalogue. Naturally, in the MS-RS scenario,
all involved kinds of users must be taken into account in the explanation process.
To the best of our knowledge, research in MS-RS did not deeply address yet
such explanation aspects. Verdeaux et al. [26] consider counterfactual explanations in MS-RS scenario, but only from the consumer’s viewpoint. In that work,
the authors adopt a causality-based approach for the counterfactual explanation, but they do not consider explanations from the provider’s perspective.
Conversely, in our work we propose a counterfactual explanation both to the
consumer and to the provider, based on each stakeholder’s own utility function.
In this way, the private/conﬁdential information of each stakeholder is never
revealed to the counterpart during the explanation process.

3

Notation

In this section, we formally deﬁne the viewpoint of each stakeholder, in terms
of both her proﬁle and the recommendation the MS-RS gives her. This will set
our notation for a formalization of counterfactual explanations of such recommendations in Sect. 5.
In the present study, we envisage two types of stakeholders: consumers and
providers (we leave the inclusion of the MS-RS utility for future work). We
denote the set of all consumers as C = {c1 , c2 , . . .}, and the set of providers as
P = {p1 , p2 , . . .}.
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Items are enumerated into a set I = {I1 , I2 , . . .}. To simplify the formulas
in the paper, we represent an item just by its index in I, so that a list of
items I3 , I7 , I2  (e.g., a recommendation) will be just a list of natural numbers
3, 7, 2. We do not delve in this paper into the characteristics of items—i.e.,
their features.
In general, the MS-RS keeps a profile for each consumer c that collects her
preferences or requirements. In this paper, we consider a consumer proﬁle as
a list of items in decreasing consumer preference order: Pc =i1 , i2 , . . .—i.e.,
an ordered list of items the consumer has chosen (or preferred in the past) the
most. The recommendation process consists of a utility function uc : C ×I → R+ .
Such a utility can be represented by an accuracy, diversity, serendipity metric,
or any other consumer utility, with the constraint that uc is such that uc (c, i1 ) ≥
uc (c, i2 ) ≥ uc (c, i3 ) ≥ . . ., i.e., the utility is coherent with the consumer’s proﬁle.
A recommendation for a consumer c is an ordered list of items, denoted by
Rc = i1 , i2 , . . ., meaning that the MS-RS suggests the consumer the new item i1
as most suitable, then item i2 as a second choice, etc. The recommendation must
be coherent with the consumer’s utility, i.e., uc (c, i1 ) ≥ uc (c, i2 ) ≥ uc (c, i3 ) ≥ . . .
Similarly, the profile of a provider p is a collection of her requirements. In
this case, the provider’s requirements represent some strategy that could maximize e.g., proﬁts, stock clearance, budget allocation, some other objectives, or
a combination of some of them. Each strategy yields an ordered list of items,
Pp =i1 , i2 , i3 . . ., with the meaning that the provider would prefer to sell item i1
the most, then item i2 , etc. Observe that such a set of strategies could be
as large as needed, taking into account all possible choices the provider could
make. Similarly to consumers, the recommender implements a utility function
up : P × I → R+ , giving a value to items from the provider’s point of view, with
the constraint that such utility is coherent with the provider’s strategy, that is,
up (p, i1 ) ≥ up (p, i2 ) ≥ up (p, i3 ) ≥ . . .
In the next section, we summarize methods combining the above utilities into
recommendations that balance between diﬀerent stakeholders’ objectives.

4

Computing Recommendations in MS-RS

Traditional Recommendation Systems are built to recommend to end users a
ranked list of items based on the user’s tastes and preferences. Accordingly,
the development of conventional collaborative ﬁltering [16] algorithms has been
centred on minimising an error to maximise unilateral utility metrics (i.e., the
consumer’s point of view). However, it is now recognized that the recommendation task is not unilateral.
Considering only the user utility in the recommendation task raises a problem called “Popularity Bias” [4] in which the Recommendation System suggests
the most popular items with higher probability than less frequent ones. In this
case, the problem was addressed by spreading diversity in the recommendation
task [17]. Yet, approaches that promote diversity still lack the provider’s perspective.
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In a more recent work [1], Abdollahpouri et al. proposed another way to
implement the recommendation task in a MS-RS setting by using learningto-reranking methodologies. The core problem is to compose the (sometimes)
diverging interests of the two principal stakeholders: consumers and providers.
Consumers want a personalized recommendation list that maximizes their utility, whereas providers want their products to have a higher probability of being
sold. To ﬁnd a new recommendation list which reﬂects a possible equilibrium
point between consumer and provider utility functions a possible approach is
to introduce a maximization problem of log-likelihood estimation. Following the
same direction adopted by Abdollahpouri et al. [1] the problem becomes
max L(up |Rc , I) =
β

m


log(uc (c, ij )) + β × log(up (p, ij ))

j=1

In this formulation L denotes the loss of the log-likelihood estimation, m is the
number of items presented in the recommendation list Rc . This maximization
problem aims to ﬁne-tune the parameter β to generate the new list of recommendation Rc∗ optimized for both consumer and provider utility functions. Furthermore, the idea is to provide a new recommendation list that is not disruptive
from the consumer’s viewpoint. Hence, Rc∗ is expected to be as similar as possible to Rc and this similarity could be expressed by a distance measure like the
Kendall tau. This metric operates on the relative pairwise order of the items
between the two lists to measure their diﬀerence.
Considering these two aspects, it is possible to introduce a new formulation
for the generation of Rc∗ in the form of
min L(up |Rc , I) = L(up |I) + γ(1 − K̂(Rc , Rc∗ ))
β,γ

The ﬁrst term is referred to the optimization problem for generation Rc∗ considering both consumer- and provider utilities. The term K̂(Rc , Rc∗ ) is the kernel-ized
version [14] of the Kendall tau distance that regularized the loss as a similaritybased distance of Rc∗ from the original Rc , while β are the weights of the optimized functions and γ is a hyper-parameter responsible for balancing the eﬀect
between the two terms of optimization.

5

Explanations for MS-RS

This analysis does not consider white-box explanations, since—by exploiting the
inner mechanisms implemented by the recommendation algorithm for generating
the explanation—they might reveal preferences and private information that the
part (i.e., each stakeholder) does not desire to disclose. Hence in this section,
we focus on black-box approaches, analyzing two of the most prominent ones,
namely, counterfactual and contrastive explanations.
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Counterfactual Explanations

We now discuss counterfactual explanations in the context of MS-RS. Counterfactual explanations follow the causality theory by Halpern&Pearl [11] for
generating an explanation. Explanations depending on causality have not yet
stood out in the Recommendation System research area, but recently they are
starting to attract interest.
In their work, Halpern&Pearl identify two kinds of events, exogenous and
endogenous. The former are determined by external factors and deﬁne the context. The latter are the factors an agent can change to inﬂuence a result and
are in this way the expected causes of that result. In our MS-RS scenario, we
consider that events are exogenous or endogenous based on a stakeholder’s perspective: namely, each stakeholder sees her actions as endogenous events, while
all events corresponding to other stakeholder choices are exogenous.
Clearly, in a MS-RS scenario, the only choices stakeholders can make are
about their proﬁle: a consumer might change her list of preferred items, while a
provider might change his strategy. Consequently, we consider as events of our
causal theory of counterfactuals the stakeholders’ proﬁles.
We consider this kind of approach as the most suitable for MS-RS, since we
can distinguish between consumer-side and provider-side explanations, where
each explanation does not reveal to a stakeholder the other stakeholders’
preferences—as they are seen as exogenous causes.
Depending on the granularity of events, the computation of an explanation
could change considerably. In the approach by Verdeaux et al. [26], the events
that cause a change in a consumer’s recommendation list are purchases of single
items; eliminating a suitable subset of such events would cause a rearrangement
in the recommendation list, pushing lower items upwards. In that case, choosing a minimal set of purchases that change the consumer’s preferences can be
a computationally intractable problem [9]. However, for simplicity, in this preliminary paper we treat the entire proﬁle as an event, simplifying the search
for a counterfactual cause of the recommendation to a simple rearrangement of
the proﬁle—in the simplest case, just a change in the ﬁrst item. In this way, we
decouple our analysis from computational problems, which we will deal with in
future works. Explanations from the provider’s perspective follow a similar approach: the endogenous cause of a particular recommendation to the consumer is
the provider’s strategy, that is, his proﬁle as an ordered list of items. A counterfactual explanation looks for another strategy the provider could have chosen,
which would have changed the recommendation.
More formally, a counterfactual explanation of a recommendation Rc∗ for

a consumer c, with proﬁle Pc , is a pair (Pc , Rc∗ ), where both Pc = Pc and

Rc∗ = Rc∗ , to be interpreted as follows: “Had Consumer c the proﬁle Pc , the

MS-RS would recommend Rc∗ instead of Rc∗ ”.
In the simplest case, the recommender could focus on the ﬁrst item of each
list, providing an explanation of the following form: “I recommended you Apple
Phone XS because based on your proﬁle, you preferred Samsung Galaxy S21 the
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most; if your most preferred item were Samsung Galaxy S10, I would suggest
you Google Pixel 5 instead”.
On the provider’s side, supposing the provider chose the strategy Pp , a counterfactual explanation of a recommendation Rc∗ given to a consumer c, is a pair


(Pp , Rc∗ ), where both Pp = Pp and Rc∗ = Rc∗ , to be interpreted as follows: “Had

provider p a diﬀerent strategy Pp , the MS-RS would have recommended to c the

new list Rc∗ ”.
Again, the simplest of such explanations would be to focus on one element
only; for example: “I recommended to Early adopter #1 the item Google Pixel
5 because Google Pixel 5 was the ﬁrst one in your priority list; had you chosen
Strategy Pp , whose most prominent item is Samsung Galaxy S10, I would put
this item in Early adopter #1 ’s recommendation”.
Summarizing, counterfactual explanations never reveal to a stakeholder the
other stakeholder’s preferences, since they refer always to each stakeholder’s own
choices.
5.2

Contrastive Explanations

Exploiting the formal models of causation by Halpern& Pearl and extending the
causal chain deﬁnition provided by Hilton [13], Miller [20] proposed contrastive
explanations in the context of classical eXplainable Artiﬁcial Intelligence (XAI)
for classiﬁcation tasks. With the contrastive explanation, one wants to answer the
question “Why P and not Q?”. For example, a XAI system classifying pictures
of animals should be able to justify its outcome by answering questions like,
“Why did you classify that photo as a spider and not as a crab?” Of course, a
contrastive explanation presumes that the user of the system already knows in
some way the items to be contrasted.—in the previous example, the classes of
spiders and crabs.
While this type of approach is claimed by Miller to be very eﬀective in the
context of XAI, when moving to the context of MS-RS, however, it seems unsuitable because it may reveal indirectly other stakeholder’s preferences. To make
an example, suppose that a consumer already knows items Apple Phone XS and
Samsung Galaxy S21, and suppose such items are completely equivalent from the
consumer’s perspective; yet the MS-RS recommended Apple Phone XS in a privileged position over Samsung Galaxy S21, just because this ordering meets the
preferences of the provider. A contrastive explanation to the consumer question
“Why did you put Samsung Galaxy S21 so lower than Apple Phone XS if I like
them both?” would have in this case no reason to put forward, but the provider’s
preferences. No possible answer to the consumer seems both adequate and trustworthy here. The provider’s side contrastive explanations suﬀer from the same
drawback: answering about the reasons of a big discrepancy in the recommendation of very similar—from the provider’s preferences—items may reveal some
consumer’s preferences that she might have declared as private knowledge—
information that MS-RS is not authorized to reveal, adhering to EU GDPR, or
other non-EU legislation.
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Conclusion

Recommendation Systems can play an important role as a tool of Business
Agility. Since a business context always presumes the existence of more than
one stakeholder, we studied which kind of explanation is suitable for recommendations in an MS-RS scenario, where each stakeholder provides to the system
private information that may not be disclosed to other stakeholders. It turns
out that an explanation based on counterfactuals comes oﬀ best, since it can be
based on the choices of each stakeholder without revealing the other’s reserved
information.
Our analysis leads to two future extensions: (i) consider items as described
by a set of features, leading to Content-Based recommendation in the MS-RS
scenario, where stakeholder preferences could be expressed as preferred feature
values, and counterfactual explanations should be expressed in terms of such
feature preferences; (ii) apply diﬀerent optimization functions to address the
recommendation list re-rank problem, following either Game Theory optimization [8] or Pareto frontier derivation [5].
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